Toy Selection Tips

When choosing good toys for your child—including BRIO—it is important to consider these factors:

- **Age Appropriateness**
  All products carry labels to help you select toys that are appropriate for your child’s age and developmental stage. To ensure a positive play experience, choose a toy that is labelled for your child’s age.

- **Safety**
  Read toy packaging for small parts warnings and heed them. Open the box and examine toys for sharp edges, durability, and securely fastened parts. Remember, even a safe toy can be dangerous in the hands of a child too young to play with it.

- **Multiple Uses**
  Select open-ended toys that your child can play with in different ways—this stimulates the imagination and encourages creativity.

For more information

**BRIO® Corporation**
6555 West Mill Road
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53218
Tel: 1-800-558-6663

**BRIO® AB/BRIO® Toy**
283 85 Osby, Sweden
Tel: 0479-190 00

**BRIO® Scanditoy, Inc.**
980 Adelaide Street South, Sta. 32
London, Ontario, Canada N6E 1R3
Tel: 1-800-461-3097 or 1-619-660-3080

The Genuine Wooden Railway!
Welcome Aboard!

When you give your child a gift from the BRIO Wooden Railway, you’ve given a gift with a long, proud tradition of excellence built right in. Because BRIO has been crafting quality wooden products for over a century! Everything in the BRIO Wooden Railway system is designed for durability, and to meet strict child safety standards, too. All Wooden Railway products are appropriate for children three and up—many are safe for children as young as two. This brochure will help you select the right products for your child. Choose with confidence, because all BRIO products carry a full manufacturing warranty. You’d expect no less from a company that’s been on track for over 100 years. Genuine BRIO—the #1 selling Wooden Railway in the world!

Your Engineer’s Wish List

Jot down your child’s favorites below—you’ll have a handy gift list ready for family and friends!
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New!
Wooden Railway Sets

An easy and engaging way to start your child in the BRIO Wooden Railway system is with a simple set. Because young children like repetition in play, a few trains, track, and a bridge or tunnel are enough. These three sets are suitable for children ages two and up. On pages 10-17, you'll find blueprints for expanding each Wooden Railway set!

The Parenting TOY Hall of Fame

33115 Circle Set
17 ¼” x 17 ¾” or 44 x 44 cm
See page 12 for expansion blueprints.

33120 Oval Set
17” x 27” or 43 x 69 cm
See page 13 for expansion blueprints.

33125 Figure 8 Set
17” x 39” or 43 x 99 cm
See page 14 for expansion blueprints.
As your child grows, you’ll want to add challenges that further expand the world of Wooden Railway play. The balance and height created by the bridges and supports in these sets are appropriate for experienced engineers ages three and up.

33131 Suspension Bridge Set
20” x 49” or 51 x 125 cm
See page 15 for expansion blueprints.

33134 Tons of Track Set
44” x 48” or 112 x 122 cm
See page 16 for expansion blueprints.
These sets add complexity for advanced engineers ages three and up. The magnets, cranks, and crossings enhance fine motor skills and manual dexterity. Vehicles, trees, and signs allow your child to build more realistic playscapes—and to develop problem-solving skills at the same time!
Expansion Blueprints

The following blueprints show ways to expand several Wooden Railway sets. It's easy to add on, because all track and accessories are compatible! These layouts are only suggestions—there's no one way to build with the Wooden Railway system. It's an open-ended toy that allows your child to play in a unique way!

Because the BRIO Wooden Railway is modular, your child will discover endless ways to create a layout—then rearrange it by substituting equivalent pieces. The chart below will help you choose the best assortment for your child's system. This is only a sampling—your child will discover more interchangeable parts! Extra tip: Three straight tracks (D) equal the length of the Lifting Bridge.
33115 Circle Set Expansion

- Add this track.
  - 33334 Short Straight Track (4 x A1)
  - 33336 Assorted Track (4 x E, 2 x D, A, A1, A2, B2, C2)
  - 33338 Curved Switching Track (6, M)
  - 33337 Buffer Steps (4, 4, 6)

- Track from Circle Set 33115
  - Total amount of track = 22 pieces
  - Layout dimensions = 47" x 18" or 110 x 46 cm.

33120 Oval Set Expansion

- Add this track.
  - 33335 Medium Straight Track (4 x A)
  - 33342 Curved Track (4 x E)
  - 33348 Switching Track F, G
  - 33362 Tunnel

- Track from Oval Set 33120
  - Total amount of track = 32 pieces
  - Layout dimensions = 29" x 39" or 74 x 90 cm.

Add this track.
- 33333 Mini Straight Track (2 x A2, B2, C2)
- 33387 Buffer Steps (4, 4, 6)
- 33360 Turntable
- 33365 Engine Shed (Engine Shed, F, Engine)

- Track from Oval Set 33120
  - Total amount of track = 21 pieces
  - Layout dimensions = 23" x 39" or 58 x 99 cm.

Add this track.
- 33334 Short Straight Track (4 x A1)
- 33335 Medium Straight Track (4 x A)
- 33336 Assorted Track (4 x E, 2 x D, A, A1, A2, B2, C2)
- 33347 Short Curved Track (4 x E)
- 33345 Switching and Crossing Track (6)
- 33362 Tunnel

- Track from Circle Set 33115
  - Total amount of track = 33 pieces
  - Layout dimensions = 31" x 37" or 79 x 94 cm.

Add this track.
- 33330 Assorted Track (4 x E, 2 x D, A, A1, A2, B2, C2)
- 33337 Short Curved Track (4 x E) 2 boxes
- 33345 Switching & Crossing Track (6)
- 33346 Curved Switching Track (A, M)

- Track from Oval Set 33120
  - Total amount of track = 32 pieces
  - Layout dimensions = 28" x 36" or 66 x 91 cm.
Add this track:
33333 Mini Straight Track (2 x A, B, C)
33341 Straight Track (4 x D)
33337 Short Curved Track (4 x E1)
33346 Curved Switching Track (1, M) 2 boxes
33334 Short Straight Track (4 x A1)
33367 Lifting Bridge (Bridge Spur, 24)

Track from Figure 8 Set 33125
Total amount of track = 37 pieces
Layout dimensions = 24" x 48" or 61 x 109 cm.

Another option: Replace one D track with 33362 Tunnel.

Add this track:
33336 Assorted Track
(4 x E, 2 x D, A, A1, A2, B, C)
33341 Straight Track (4 x D)
33354 Curved Switching Track (1, M) 2 boxes
33362 Tunnel

Track from Figure 8 Set 33125
Total amount of track = 37 pieces
Layout dimensions = 36" x 55" or 89 x 140 cm.

Add this track:
33332 Ascending Track (1 x M)
33333 Mini Straight Track (2 x A2, B, C)
33334 Short Straight Track (4 x A1)
33335 Medium Straight Tracks (4 x A)
33336 Assorted Track
(4 x E, 2 x D, A, A1, A2, B, C)
33337 Short Curved Track (4 x E1) 2 boxes
33341 Straight Track (4 x D)
33346 Curved Switching Track (1, M) 2 boxes
33350 Short Curved Switches (2 x C, 2 x M)
33352 Big Dipper (4 x 14, 4 x T)
33354 Graded Supports 21 pieces
33356 Stacking Supports 4 pieces
33357 Bridge Supports 3 pieces, 3 boxes

Track from Suspension Bridge Set 33131
Total amount of track = 51 pieces
Layout dimensions = 20" x 36" or 50 x 91 cm.
**33134 Tons of Track Set Expansion**

- Add this track:
  - 33331 Ramp Track (2 x U, 2 x V)
  - 33333 Mini Straight Track (2 x A2, B2, C2) 6 x boxes
  - 33335 Medium Straight Track (4 x A)
  - 33337 Short Curved Track (4 x B1) 3 x boxes
  - 33341 Straight Track (4 x C)
  - 33342 Curved Track (4 x D) 2 x boxes
  - 33346 Curved Switching Track (4 x E) 2 x boxes
  - 33347 Double Curved Switching Track (4 x F)
  - 33356 Mountain Tunnel
  - 33355 Concrete Transporter (truck and trailer, approach ramp, A1)
  - 33361 Turntable
  - 33365 Big Engine Shed
  - 33386 Overhead Crane

- Track from Tons of Track Set 33134
  - Total amount of track = 88 pieces
  - Layout dimensions = 57" x 48" or 145 x 122 cm.

**33143 Draw Bridge Set Expansion**

- Add this track:
  - 33333 Mini Straight Track (2 x A2, B2, C2)
  - 33335 Medium Straight Track (4 x A)
  - 33336 Assorted Track (4 x E, 2 x D, A, A1, A2, B, C2)
  - 33337 Short Curved Track (4 x F1)
  - 33341 Straight Track (4 x G)
  - 33342 Curved Track (4 x G)
  - 33346 Curved Switching Track (4 x H)
  - 33347 Double Curved Switching Track (4 x I)
  - 33355 Swing Bridge 3 pieces
  - 33376 Ferry
  - 33377 Two Level Platform
    - Platform: 2 x D, 2 x N, stairs, 3 people
  - 33311B Car Transmitter
    - (C. approach ramp, engine, flared, car)

- Track from Draw Bridge Set 33143
  - Total amount of track = 92 pieces
  - Layout dimensions = 48" x 80" or 122 x 203 cm.
Railway Track

Expert craftsmanship and built-in equivalencies are the hallmarks that distinguish genuine BRIO Wooden Railway track. The 33336 Assorted Track is a great value when expanding your child's collection!

Tunnels & Turntables

As you expand your child’s Wooden Railway system, keep in mind that turntables are a great way to change track direction. Your child will also exercise his or her fine motor skills when rotating the center track.
Bridges & Supports

Bridges used with ascending track and bridge supports give dimension to your child's Wooden Railway play. The Viaduct is just right for young engineers. Bridges that lift, swing, and draw will challenge more experienced engineers. You'll find even more bridges on page 30!

- 33351 Viaduct
- 33352 Big Dipper
- 33355 Supports
- 33354 Graded Supports
- 33356 Stacking Supports
- 33357 Bridge Supports
- 33375 Swing Bridge
- 33364 Draw Bridge
- 33372 Sydney Bridge
- 3340 BRIO® MEC Bridge
- 33375 Lifting Bridge
Trains & More Trains

Your child will delight in building a collection of Wooden Railway trains for years to come. That's why Brio trains are built for the long haul! All are crafted of select beechwood with durable wheels and bogies for hard wear.

New! 33409 Brio People Train

33415 Circus Train

33015 Cargo Train

33317 Passenger Train

33310 Tipping Truck Train

33311 Freight Express

33414 Steam Engine

33418 Diesel Train

33410 London North Eastern Railway

33424 Eurostar

33430 Lord of the Isles

33429 High-Speed Train

33431 Canadian Pacific

33412 Great Western Railway

33420 Shinkansen

33413 Mallard Train

33421 GEL Intercity Train

33411 London Midland Scottish Railway

33423 Santa Fe®
Even young children love to blend music, storytelling, and play. It's an important part of their development, and a way to express creativity and joy. For special play times, here are two trains your child will treasure.

33426 Polar Express Set
Train, bell, audio cassette
Adapted from The Polar Express by Chris Van Allsburg
published by Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston
© 1992 by Chris Van Allsburg.
Reprinted with permission from the publisher.

33126 Wee Sing Train Set
Train, track, and sing-along cassette
(please see page 62 for train only.)
Wee Sing® is a registered trademark of Folia Storey Shows, Inc.
a member of The Putnam & Grosset Group, New York, NY.
The Wee Sing Train video © 1993 Pamela Corn Boll and Susan Hagen Nipp.

These Wooden Railway treasures are just the ticket when a special surprise is in order. Also ideal for party favors, stocking stuffers, or simply to reward a job well done!

3310 Engine
3326 Passenger Car
3312 Caboose

3311 School Bus
3320 Truck
3318 Fire Engine

3315 Switching Engine
3322 Tractor
3324 Animals

3314 Tipping Wagon
3313 Tipping Wagon
3321 Concrete Wagon

3319 Tank Wagon
3325 Magnetic Loads
3323 Trees
Colorful accessories are a wonderful way to enrich your child’s world of play. There are trucks, cranes, towns, people, and much more to bring the Wooden Railway playscapes your child imagines to life!
Like everything in the BRIO Wooden Railway, all accessories are designed to meet strict safety standards. Paints are nontoxic. Parts are secure, with no sharp corners.

- 33379 Small Town
- 33641 BRIO* Family
- 33564 Signal House & Semaphore
- 33568 Footbridge & Family
- 33575 Animal Farm Set
- 33329 Railway Crane
- 33582 Barge
- 33630 Sailboats
- 33383 Mobile Crane
- 33377 Two-Level Platform
- 33640 BRIO* People
- 33577 Hotel
- 33581 Helicopter
- 33260 School
- 33290 Playmat
- 33386 Overhead Crane
- 33378 Railway Station
- 35931 Train Table
- 35932 Board

Your specialty toy retailer can order this product for shipment directly to your home. Please ask for details.
Build-It Kits

Your child loves to build and construct—to make things grow. That’s why BRIO has created four new build-it kits that include everything your child needs to build a great add-on for the Wooden Railway. Sturdy wooden blocks and beams, colorful connectors, windows, doors and more make it easy!

New! 33701 Bridge & Tunnel Kit

New! 33710 Windmill Village Kit

New! 33702 Suspension Bridge Kit

New! 33711 City Kit

More Creative Play!

BRIO toys provide children of all ages with creative ways to learn and play. Look for these quality BRIO products at specialty toy stores near you.

BRIO® MEC Construction

If your child loves to build playscapes for the Wooden Railway, BRIO® MEC Construction is a natural next step. It’s a flexible, modular system that makes it possible for your child to bring almost anything imaginable to life! Ages 2 and up.

Infant & Preschool Toys

Rattles, stacking and sorting playthings, plush, pounding and pull toys to delight and stimulate infants. From birth.

BRIO® Garden and Bath & Beach

Garden tools and Bath & Beach toys that help to promote lots of healthy outdoor play. Garden tools: 4 and up. Bath & Beach toys: 1 and up.
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